ISSF World Cup in Rio-de-Janeiro
Competition Format
10m AIR RIFLE and 10m AIR PISTOL
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

QUALIFICATION and FINAL
GENERAL
Two stages: Qualification and Final
QUALIFICATION STAGE
Air Rifle: Decimal scoring
Air Pistol: Full ring (integer) scoring
Qualification scores are not carried forward to the Final Stage
60 shots programme in 1 hour and 15 minutes
FINAL STAGE
Consists of Elimination and the Medal Match
Elimination (8 athletes):
Start from zero
Athletes 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 after Qualification. Start List by Random.
3x5 shots, time for 5 shots - 250 sec.
Ranking List after 15 shots as a total in decimal score.
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After 15 shots 8th and 7th ranked are eliminated!

Remaining six (6) athletes proceed to shoot another series of five
(5) shots on decimals in 250 seconds., scores will NOT be zeroed.

After 20 shots 6th and 5thranked are eliminated!

Remaining four (4) athletes proceed to shoot another series of five
(5) shots on decimals in 250 seconds, scores will NOT be zeroed.

After 25 shots 4th and 3rd ( Bronze Medal ) places are decided.

GOLD MEDAL MATCH
Starts from Zero
Remaining two (2) athletes proceed to shoot on POINTS system 2:0
/ 1:1 and whoever reaches first sixteen (16) points is a winner!
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ISSF World Cup in Rio-de-Janeiro
Competition Format
10m AIR RIFLE and 10m AIR PISTOL Mixed Team

QUALIFICATION and FINAL
GENERAL
Two stages: Qualification and Final
QUALIFICATION STAGE
Air Rifle: Decimal scoring
Air Pistol: Full ring (integer) scoring
Qualification scores are not carried forward to the Final Stage
60 shots programme.
Thirty (30) Match shots to be fired by each Team member in thirty
(30) minutes. Each Team member shoots independently of their
partner.

FINAL STAGE
Consists of two (2) Bronze and one (1) Gold Medal Matches
Decimal scoring will be used for Rifle and Pistol.
All previous results scored are zeroed.
The top six (6) ranked Teams in the Qualification stage
will progress to the Final Stage (Medal Matches)
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Teams ranked 4thand 5th will compete in the 1st Bronze medal match
Teams ranked 3rdand 6th will compete in the 2nd Bronze medal match
Teams ranked 1st and 2nd will compete in the Gold medal match
Firing points will be numbered R1, A, B…to...H, R2

Athletes will fire single shots on command in 50 seconds
Points are awarded according to the total team score, as follows:
Highest total: 2 points
Tied scores:
1 point
Lowest total. 0 points
The first team to reach 16 points or more in the Bronze medal matches will
be declared the winner of the Match and will be awarded a bronze medal
The first team to reach 16 points or more in the Gold medal match will be
declared the winner of the Match and will be awarded gold medals. The
second Mixed Team will be awarded silver medals.
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ISSF World Cup in Rio-de-Janeiro
Competition Format
50m RIFLE 3 Positions
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

QUALIFICATION and FINAL
GENERAL
Two stages: Qualification and Final
QUALIFICATION STAGE
Consists of Elimination and Qualification
The number of relays in Eliminations depends on the number of entries
The number of athletes in Qualification depends upon the range capacity
Full Ring (integer scoring)
Qualification scores are not carried forward to the Final Stage
In both Elimination and Qualification the athletes fire a 60-shot course of
fire (3 x 20) in 2hr 30 minutes, in the sequence: Kneeling, Prone,
Standing.
Tied scores will be decided by the highest number of Inner tens.
Top ranked eight (8) athletes proceed to the Final.
FINAL STAGE
Consists of Elimination and the Medal Match
Elimination (8 athletes):
Athletes 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 after Qualification. Start List by Random.
Start from zero in kneeling position
KNEELING POSITION – two series of 5 shots, each series fired in
200 seconds, decimal scoring.
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Change over from kneeling to prone = 6minutes
PRONE POSITION –two series of 5 shots, each series fired in 150
seconds, decimal scoring.
Change over from prone to standing = 8 minutes
STANDING POSITION –two series of 5 shots, each series fired in
250 seconds, decimal scoring.
According to the total scores of 30 shots (10 kneeling + 10 prone +
10 standing) 8th and 7th ranked athletes are eliminated
Remaining six (6) athletes proceed to shoot another series of five
(5) shots in standing position fired in 250 seconds on decimals
According to the total scores of 35 shots (10 kneeling + 10 prone +
15 standing) athletes ranked 6th and 5th are eliminated!

Remaining four (4) athletes proceed to shoot another series of five
(5) shots in standing postition fired in 250 seconds on decimals

According to the total scores of 40 shots (10 kneeling + 10 prone +
20 standing) 3rd( Bronze Medal) and 4th places are decided!

The Top 2 athletes are qualified for the Gold Medal Match
GOLD MEDAL MATCH
Starts form Zero
The two (2) athletes proceed to shoot on POINTS system 2:0 / 1:1
and whoever reaches first sixteen (16) points or more is a winner!
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ISSF World Cup in Rio-de-Janeiro
Competition Format
25m RFP
QUALIFICATION and FINAL

GENERAL
Two stages Qualification and Final
QUALIFICATION
60 shots programme ( 30 + 30 shots)
Top ranked eight (8) athletes proceed to the Final
Qualification scores are not carried forward to the Final Stage
FINAL
Consists of 2 parts – Elimination (Relay 1 + Relay 2) and the Medal
Match
Elimination:
Starts from zero
2 bays are used for Relay 1, Relay 2 and the Medal Match
Athletes shoot one by one on command.
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Relay 1 – Athletes 1-3-5-7 after Qualification. All shoot four series (4
sec.) on hit and miss
Top two go to the Medal Match, (in case of equal results, a shoot off
will decide)
Relay 2 – Athletes 2-4-6-8 after Qualification. All shoot four series (4
sec.) on hit and miss
Top two go to the Medal Match, (in case of equal results, a shoot off
will decide)

Medal Match
Starts from zero
The Top 2 from Relay 1 and the Top 2 from Relay 2 are qualified for
the Medal Match.
The four athletes shoot four series in 4 sec.
After four series

4th Place
Another two series
After six series

3rd Place(Bronze Medal)
Another two series
After eight series
Gold and Silver Medals are decided
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ISSF World Cup in Rio-de-Janeiro
Competition Format
25m Pistol Women
QUALIFICATION and FINAL

GENERAL
Two stages: Qualification and Final
QUALIFICATION
60 shots programme (30 + 30 shots)
Top ranked eight (8) athletes proceed to the Final
Qualification scores are not carried forward to the Final Stage
FINAL
Consists of 2 parts: Elimination (Relay 1 + Relay 2) and the Medal
Match
2 bays of targets are used for Relay 1, Relay 2 and the Medal Match
Relay 1 – Athletes 1-3-5-7 after Qualification. All shoot four series
rapid modus (3/7 sec) on hit and miss
Top two (2) go to the Medal Match, (in case of equal results, a shot
off will decide)
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Relay 2 – Athletes 2-4-6-8 after Qualification. All shoot four series
rapid modus (3/7 sec) on hit and miss
Top two go to the Medal Match, (in case of equal results, a shoot off
will decide)
Medal Match:
The Top 2 from Relay 1 and the Top 2 from Relay 2 are qualified for
the Medal Match
The four athletes shoot four series in rapid modus (3/ sec.)

After four series

4. Place
Another two series
After six series

3. Place (Bronze Medal)
Another two series
After eight series
Gold and Silver Medals are decided
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